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Abstract — A novel technique is proposed for the simultaneous extraction of energy distribution of donor- and
acceptor-like interface trap states [Dit_D (E ) and Dit_A (E )]
over a wide range of bandgap energy using deep UV light
with sub-bandgap (Eph = hν < Eg ) photons less than the
bandgap of the β-gallium oxide (β-Ga2 O3 ) channel material
in the β-Ga2 O3 field-effect transistors. In the proposed
technique, we characterized Dit_D (E ) and Dit_A (E ) separately
based on the difference in the gate voltage (V GS )-dependent
ideality factors [d η(V GS )/dV GS] for the photoresponsive
carriers excited from D it_D (E) and D it_A (E ) under two different regions (V ON < VGS < VFB and V FB < VGS < VT ) in the
subthreshold operation.
Index Terms — β-Ga2 O3 FET, wide bandgap, power
device, donor-like trap states, acceptor-like trap states,
differential ideality factor, photonic current, sub-threshold
current.

I. I NTRODUCTION
LTRA wide bandgap β-Ga2 O3 FETs are under active
development for the next generation power electronics
owing to its wide bandgap of 4.8–4.9 eV, high breakdown
electric field of 8 MV/cm, as well as its suitability for
mass production with low cost fabrication [1]–[8]. Recently,
not only optical devices and photo detectors [9]–[11] but
also high-power field-effect transistors (FETs) [12], [13] have
been reported. Unlike the conventional GaN high-electron
mobility transistors (HEMTs) with Schottky gate structures,
metal-oxide- semiconductor (MOS)–based devices using a
gate insulator effectively achieve more sufficient gate modulation and suppress gate leakage current [14]. Therefore,
the interface quality between the gate insulator and the active
channel material becomes a critical issue in the characterization of β-Ga2 O3 FETs for better speed as well as high
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power applications [15], [16]. Hence, the full experimental
characterization of Dit (E) over the forbidden bandgap from
the valence band maximum (E V ) to the conduction band minimum (E C ) becomes very important in device research. The
interface traps, that arise from the interface between the gate
oxide and the channel surface could lead to short- or longterm device degradation and impede the high performance
and reliability of the devices. Several techniques have been
developed to characterize and analyze Dit in the MOS system,
such as the high/low frequency, photo-assisted current–voltage
(I–V), AC conductance, deep–level optical and transient spectroscopy, and Terman method [17]–[22]. In addition, in [19],
we analyzed the acceptor-like interface and bulk density-ofstates (DOS) using the I-V-based optical charge pumping
technique in n-channel amorphous indium-gallium zinc oxide
(a-IGZO) thin-film transistors (TFTs). However, the energy
range is limited for the DOS close to the E C , and a general
technique for the extraction of DOS close to the E V is
absent. Unlike a-IGZO TFTs, Dit (E) is known to be a more
critical component than the bulk traps in β-Ga2 O3 FETs.
Therefore, the simultaneous extraction of both Dit_D (E) and
Dit_A (E) eV−1 cm−2 over a wide range of bandgap energies
is essential. However, a characterization technique based on
only experimental photonic I–V data in β-Ga2 O3 FETs has
never been reported.
In this work, we propose an I–V-based sub-bandgap
optoelectronic characterization technique for the simultaneous extraction of Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E) using deep UV
light with sub-bandgap photon energy (E ph = 3.6 eV
and λ = 390 nm). By employing the measured IDS –VGS
curves under both dark and photonic states, a consistent
mapping of the surface potential (ψS ) for Dit_D (E) and
Dit_A (E) over the bandgap energy (E C < E < E V )
was applied in two distinguishable subthreshold regions
(VON < VGS < VFB and VFB < VGS < VT ).
II. D EVICE FABRICATION
The β-Ga2 O3 FETs used for our experiments were
fabricated with a bottom-gate structure as shown in Fig. 1(a).
For the fabrication of the bottom-gate β-Ga2 O3 FETs,
thin (100) β-Ga2 O3 nano-membranes with Sn doping
concentration of 2.7×1018 cm−3 was transferred from the bulk
β-Ga2 O3 substrate onto the gate oxide (270 nm SiO2 ) of a
p+ Si wafer, which functioned as a bottom-gate. The SiO2 /Si
substrate was cleaned with acetone, methanol, and isopropyl
alcohol for 30 min. Afterwards, the source (S) and drain (D)
regions were patterned by electron-beam lithography, Ti/Al/Au
(15/60/50 nm) metallization, and lift-off process. Fig. 1(b)
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the thermal voltage. Also, the η(VGS ) can be expressed as

 

(VGS + VGS )
ID_sub(VGS + VGS )
η(VGS ) =
ln
Vth
ID_sub(VGS )
(2)

Fig. 1. (a) Process flow for device fabrication of the exfoliated β-Ga2 O3
nano-membrane FETs with the bottom-gate structure. (b) SEM image of
the fabricated device.

with VGS as step of VGS [13]. For the η(VGS ) under dark
and photonic states, each component is also described as


(3)
ηdark (VGS ) = 1 + Cdep (VGS ) + Cit (VGS ) /COX


ηUV (VGS ) = 1 + Cdep (VGS ) + Cit (VGS ) + Cit_UV(VGS )
/COX
(4)
with Cit (VGS ) as the interface traps-induced capacitance under
dark state, Cit_UV (VGS ) as the photo-responsive capacitance
for the photo-excited charges, and Cdep (VGS ) as the depletion capacitance. In eq. (4), the ηUV (VGS ) includes photoresponsive charges generated from Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E)
by sub-bandgap photon as shown in Fig. 2. The η(VGS )
as the difference between ηdark (VGS ) and ηUV (VGS ) can be
expressed as
η(VGS ) = ηUV (VGS ) − ηdark (VGS ) = Cit_UV (VGS )/COX .
(5)
We can determine the Cit_UV (VGS ) through eqs. (6) ∼ (8)
(6)
Cit_UV (VGS ) = COX η(VGS )



dη(VGS )/d VGS = dCit_UV(VGS )/dψS · (dψS /d VGS )
(7)
/COX

 ψS (VGS +VGS ) 
dη(VGS ) dψS
Cit_UV(VGS ) = COX
/
d VGS
d VGS
ψS (VGS )
(8)
× dψS .

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic view of the measurement setup under a photonic
state with the sub-bandgap UV light including the equivalent circuit
model as the inset. (b) and (c) Energy band diagrams for the concept
of simultaneous extractions of both Dit_D (E ) and Dit_A (E ).

shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a
fabricated β-Ga2 O3 FET.
III. E XTRACTION OF D IT _D (E) AND D IT _A (E) U SING
S UB -B ANDGAP UV L IGHT
Fig. 2(a) shows the measurement setup and an equivalent circuit model for the photonic I–V characterization of
the β-Ga2 O3 FETs with bottom-gate structure. A schematic
illustration of the energy band diagram for the extraction of
Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E) under a photonic state are shown in
Figs. 2(b) and (c). The UV optical source illuminates the
β-Ga2 O3 channel of the fabricated device vertically. UV light
(λ = 390 nm, E ph = 3.6 eV < E g_Ga2O3 = 4.8 eV, and
Popt = 2.8 mW) was used to pump the trapped electrons in
the channel surface region from E C –E ph to E C .
The drain current (ID_sub ) in the subthreshold region
(VON < VGS < VT ) in the β-Ga2 O3 FETs can be described as

 

VGS − VT
W
2
ID_sub = μeff COX
(η(VGS )−1) Vth × exp
L
η(VGS )Vth
(1)
with η(VGS ) as the ideality factor related to Dit (E) controlled
by VGS , μeff as the effective mobility, COX as the oxide capacitance, W as the channel width, L as the channel length, Vth as

In the extraction of Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E) as illustrated in
Fig. 2(b) and (c), eq. (8) can be converted to Cit_D (VGS ) and
Cit_A (VGS ) over two different regions (VON < VGS < VFB
and VFB < VGS < VT ) with VGS as follow respectively:


 ψS (VFB ) 
dηD (VGS )
dψS
Cit_D (VGS ) = COX
dψS
d VGS
d VGS
ψS (VO N )
(9)


 ψS (VT ) 
dηA (VGS )
dψS
Cit_A (VGS ) = COX
dψS .
d VGS
d VGS
ψS (VFB )
(10)
For the mapping of the VGS to the specific trap energy
level for both Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E) over the bandgap,
the measured ID_sub (VGS ) was also divided into two operation
regions (VON < VGS < VFB and VFB < VGS < VT ). Then,
the ψS (VGS ) corresponding to VGS was calculated as [19].
Finally, Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E) can be extracted through
Dit_D (E) = Cit_D(VGS )/q 2 and Dit_A (E)
= Cit_A(VGS )/q 2 .

(11)

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
To extract Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E) by the photonic I–V
technique, we measured the IDS –VGS and IG−R characteristics (Keysight B1500 Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer
and a Cascade Summit probe station) of the β-Ga2 O3 FETs
with bottom-gate structure. The representative β-Ga2 O3 FET
has a channel length of L = 1 μm and a channel width
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Fig. 4. Energy distribution of extracted Dit [(a): Dit_D (E ) and (b): Dit_A (E )]
via photo-responsive I-V characteristics with sub-bandgap UV light. The
inset shows the extracted η(V GS ).

Fig. 3. (a) Measured IDS -VGS characteristics under dark (black line)
and photonic (red line) states. The IG-R (dash line) was measured with
the source terminal floating. Measurement setup for (b) IDS -VGS with UV
light and (c) IG-R .

of W = 1 μm. Fig. 3 shows the measured IDS –VGS characteristics under both dark and photonic states and the
IG−R –VGS curve. Threshold voltage (VT ) was defined by the
linear extrapolation method and flatband voltage (VFB ) was
extracted at the point where the IG−R increases. A negligible
hysteresis occurs for the measured ID –VGS characteristics
without any passivation and post–annealing process [23]. It is
well known that the electrons arising from Dit (E) according
to the VGS correspond to those from a specific ψS or
energy level over the bandgap. To minimize the errors caused
by the incident sub-bandgap photons (E ph (= 3.6 eV) <
E g (= 4.8 eV)), we applied the optically excited charges
(Cit_UV ↔ Q it_UV ) by taking a differentiation by VGS ,
as shown in eq. (8). However, more advanced analysis is
needed to avoid the potential underestimation of Dit (E),
because both photoexcited electrons from the trap states to
the E C and those from the E V to the trap states can affect the
photonic I-V characterization. To fully pump out the carriers
from Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E), which are located in the range
from E C to E V , UV light with E ph = 3.6 eV was used.
Further, the measured IG−R as a function of VG at VD = 2 V
is shown in Fig. 3(a). Initially, the IG−R is negligible because
the energy difference between the Fermi energy E F and E C
near the channel interface is large compared with the thermal
energy when VG is less than VFB . Additionally, the amount of
thermally generated charges that can contribute to the IG−R is
insufficient because the source terminal is floating (A region in
Fig. 3(a)). As VG increases, the IG−R at the drain side increases
by the thermal generation because E F becomes closer to E C
in the channel region near the interface (B region in Fig. 3(a)).
Meanwhile, IG−R decreases when VG is larger than the VFB
because the recombination process in C region is relatively
increase as compared with that in B region as both the electron
concentration and empty interface trap states increase (C
region in Fig. 3(a)). The measurement setups for the IDS –VGS
curves under a photonic state with UV light and IG−R –VGS
characteristic are shown in the Figs. 3(b) and (c), respectively.
Accordingly, the IG−R data was utilized to determine the VFB
and distinguish between Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E) [24]. In the
depletion region (VON < VGS < VFB ), the photo-responsive
charges generated from Dit_D (E) primarily affect IDS , while
the photo-responsive charges excited from Dit_A (E) contribute
to the IDS in the accumulation region (VFB < VGS < VT ).

Fig. 4 shows the Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E) obtained from
the proposed photonic I–V technique. The VGS -dependent
experimental ηdark (VGS ) and ηUV (VGS ) in two distinguishable
regions (VON < VGS < VFB and VFB < VGS < VT ) are
shown in the insets of Figs. 4(a) and (b), respectively. Through
the proposed technique, we obtained Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E)
over the subgap energy ranges of 0.5×1011 eV−1 cm−2
to 5.5×1011 eV−1 cm−2 and of 2.1×1011 eV−1 cm−2 to
1.1×1012 eV−1 cm−2 , respectively. The extracted values
obtained in this work are comparable to those of other
reports [15], [16].
It is worth noting that this proposed technique allows the
simultaneous characterization of Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E) with
a wide range of bandgap energies by applying the calculated
ψS separately in two distinguishable subthreshold regions,
instead of a single ψS over the full subthreshold range. We also
found that the C–V-based extraction method, which requires
large-sized devices, has a limit on the parasitic component
correction for the accurate extraction of Dit (E) in the β-Ga2 O3
channel region only, excluding the contribution from the gateto-source and gate-to-drain overlapped regions. Meanwhile,
this technique has a limit when it is applied to top-gate
devices because the incident light cannot pass through the
gate metal. In this regard, two possible methods can be used
to improve the applicability of this technique: 1) irradiation
of the tilted light on the top of the device, and 2) irradiation
of the backlight at the bottom of the device with a transparent substrate. In addition, further experiments for photonic
I–V characterization with various β-Ga2 O3 thicknesses are
required to confirm the effect of both the interface and bulk
traps because possible errors still remain in the extracted
Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E) owing to the overestimated charges
from the bulk traps of the β-Ga2 O3 film by incident light.
Therefore, we expect that a comprehensive technique using
an optical source is required for the characterization of trap
density considering the device geometry, as a further study.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this work, a sub-bandgap UV light-based photonic I–V
technique based on a differential subthreshold ideality factor
in the dark and photonic states was proposed for the extraction
of Dit (E) over a wide range of bandgap energies in β-Ga2 O3
FETs. We found that the extracted Dit (E) is fully separated
into Dit_D (E) and Dit_A (E) based on the photo-responsive
carriers generated by the sub-bandgap UV light and the IG−R
configuration for the generation and recombination processes.
This proposed method has the advantage of simplicity compared to other techniques.
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